Treatment of hereditary and acquired forms of transthyretin amyloidosis in the era of personalized medicine: the role of randomized controlled trials.
There have now been randomized controlled trials of four different therapeutics for hereditary amyloid polyneuropathy related to transthyretin (TTR) deposition and one for amyloidotic cardiomyopathy of both genetic and sporadic origin. It is likely that in the next few months those not already approved by either the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and/or the European Medicines Authority (EMA) will receive similar approvals for treatment for all or particular groups of patients. This is a far cry from circumstances less than 10 years ago when the only available therapy was gene replacement by liver transplant. The randomized controlled trials have shown that all the treatments (tafamidis, diflunisal, patisiran, and inotersen) are effective in the context of a clinical trial. However, we have very little idea of whether individual patients will respond in an equally positive way to all the drugs or whether there will be some who respond better to one or another or not respond at all, nor do we know whether combinations will be additive or synergistic. We lack validated markers of clinical response. While the small molecule TTR stabilizers increase serum TTR levels, the RNA-based drugs lower serum TTR. In the latter case, it is not clear that the reduction in serum TTR is related to the clinical response in a 1:1 fashion. Pharmaceutical companies have made substantial investments in the development of these agents and will clearly attempt to recoup those investments quickly. It is incumbent upon those of us who care for these patients to develop ways to assess the effects of therapy in the shortest possible time at the lowest possible cost. The better we are able to accomplish this the more likely it is that we will be able to treat the most patients in the most clinically efficient fashion regardless of their economic status. We now have the drugs we just have to figure out who should get them and when.